This paper presents an elementary proof of a known theorem on the coefficients of meromorphic schlicht functions: if /S2 and bk = 0 for 1 £fe <n/2, then 1bn\ S2/(»+1).
Let 2 denote the class of functions f(z) = z + b0 + biz~l + b2z~2 + ■ ■ ■ analytic and schlicht in \z\ >1 except for a simple pole at °o with residue 1. Let S0 be the subclass of 2 for which &0 = 0. It follows from the area theorem that |¿>i| ál, and Schiffer [7] obtained the sharp estimate |&2[ ^2/3. The form of the extremal functions suggested that | bn\ ú2/(n + l) for all n. This has proved to be quite false, but it is true for certain subclasses of 2. For example, the following theorem goes back to Goluzin [3 ] . The inequality | b2\ "¿2/3 is a special case of this theorem. Jenkins [5] proved the theorem by the method of quadratic differentials. with ßmm = mb2m-x-Hence |è2m-i| ^1/m, by (1) .
To obtain the estimate for | b2m\, assume ba is chosen so that/(z) ^0
in |s| >1, and let
Let F" (w) be the «th Faber polynomial of g, so that FB*k(Z)] = /+Z/?BV.
The proof depends on the following lemma. But if this expression is positive for all aEE, then since E is connected and OÇ^E, it follows that E lies entirely in an open sector with vertex 0 and angle 7r/(2w + l). On the other hand, 0 is in the convex hull of E, sinceSo'f(reie)dO = 0, r>í. This contradiction shows that aE\E can be chosen to satisfy (4), proving that b2m^2/(2m + l).
Garabedian and Schiffer [2 ] found that Re {b3} is maximized by a function/£S with f(z) = z + 4ie-»z-1 + (i + e-6)z-3 + • • • .
However, the above theorem shows that \b3\ ^ § if &i = 0. This can be generalized as follows.
Theorem. Iff £ 2 area" | arg {b3} -arg {b2} | ^tt/2, then \ b3\ ^ §. Hence by (1), Re{263+èi} ^1, which showsb3^.
Similar generalizations can be made to higher coefficients.
